
A Rite of 
Passage
1 In the final part of our series profiling 

designers that hail from outside the 

watch industry, we look at five men 

who are choosing to channel their 

talents into timepieces. From fields 

as diverse as fine art, architecture, 

industrial design, graphic design 

and extreme sports, QP looks at the 

contribution that external craftsmen 

can make to horology.

Claire Adler
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Matthew Waldman
Artist, graphic designer and president of Nooka Inc
New York, USA

“I’m not really into watches and never have been,” says Matthew 

Waldman, when asked what fascinates him about watches. The former 

artist, graphic and dot-com web designer’s quirky creations arose 

from his attempts to “develop a more universal visual language” for 

websites. The result has been watches that display the time in a linear 

manner in eye-popping bright colours and forms. 

“It does seem as if every graphic designer and architect has designed 

a watch – and since I’ve never come across a female watch designer, 

maybe there is a psycho-sexual element to it,” he muses.

Having trained in architecture, worked in graphic design and painted since high school, 

Waldman dropped out of university to learn Japanese, working in Tokyo for three years 

as an art director. He originally designed a precursor to Nooka watches, which was 

licensed by Seiko. Produced by the company for a year, it was dropped when Seiko cut 

all its sub-brands. Waldman then secured the rights to go it alone, began producing in 

Asia and harnessed his dot-com credentials to promote his watches virally.

Today, Waldman personally manages his Facebook and Twitter pages and works 

closely with influential design bloggers like Michael Surtees of designnotes.info and 

Josh Spear of joshspear.com to get the word out on his new releases. “I don’t know how 

people expect design innovation in technology devices, yet still insist on historical 

relics when it comes to their fashion accessories,” he says.

Waldman recently designed a fragrance with French nose, Pierre Gueros, which he is 

working on distributing into stores. He is currently re-designing his watch lines to better 

differentiate the price points, collaborating with Karim Rashid on product designs, 

preparing an art show for a gallery in Malaysia and launching Nooka sunglasses. 
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Gwenaël Nicolas
Industrial designer
Tokyo, Japan

One of three designers hand-picked by Maurice Lacroix with the help 

of Wallpaper* magazine, French-born, Tokyo-based industrial designer 

Gwenaël Nicolas has created a one-off version of the Maurice Lacroix 

Décentrique. The watch will be auctioned to the highest bidder on the 

Maurice Lacroix website this summer, with the proceeds going to a 

charity Nicolas has yet to choose.

It’s all part of an increased Maurice Lacroix focus on appealing to 

design-conscious collectors of Swiss watches. Nicolas, who graduated 

with an MA in industrial design from London’s Royal College of Art, 

lives and works in Tokyo. Having worked with Issey Miyake on interior and perfume 

design, he then founded his own studio called Curiosity. He has collaborated with 

Lexus, LG, Louis Vuitton, Kanebo and Nintendo on product and interior design and 

architecture. Recent projects include flagship stores for Uniqlo and the Lexus RX 

Museum. Evidently, Nicolas fits neatly into the trend of designers with no watch 

experience, now bringing their talents to timepieces.

“When I visited the Maurice Lacroix studio, I saw the square wheel prototype for 

the Roue Carrée in plastic. I thought ‘what are they thinking?’” says Nicolas of the 

experience of entering and working with the manufacture, which evidently left 

him buzzing. “But when I saw the real product in Basel I was totally blown away. I 

would love to own this watch – the design, the detail and the finish is so modern and 

has inspired me to design more watches. I was familiar with Maurice Lacroix before 

working on this project. Now I hope to work with the brand again – it really is a 

company that challenges both design and the watch world.”

For Nicolas, the main challenge with watches is one of scale. “I usually design interiors 

and products like perfume bottles – later this year I’ll be bringing out my perfume 

bottle design for a jewellery company. But with watch design, the challenge of scale is 

fascinating – almost like working on the invisible.”
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Ferdinand Alexander Porsche
Founder and honorary chairman of the supervisory 
board, Porsche Design
Zell am See, Austria 

Grandson of Porsche founder Ferry Porsche and designer of the Porsche 

911, Ferdinand Alexander Porsche, opened the Porsche Design Studio 

in 1972. Its first product was the all-black Chronograph I made by  

Orfina. “Inspired by the black felt of a racing car’s dashboard, the watch 

emphasised only the time, everything else was non-reflective – in other 

words, black,” says Roland Heiler, currently MD of Porsche Design Studio.  

“Rather than treating a watch as a piece of jewellery, FA Porsche looked 

at it as an instrument of precision.”  

And Orfina was not FA’s only collaborator, in 1978, Porsche Design teamed up 

with IWC on the development of the Kompassuhr – a compass and wristwatch 

with a non-magnetic automatic movement. In 1980 Porsche Design introduced 

the first ever titanium built chronograph and in 2004, with its new partner 

Eterna, the first chronograph with a mechanically driven digital display, which 

took four years to develop. Watches have always been a mainstay of Porsche 

Design, though the range spans knives, desk lamps, tobacco pipes, mobile 

phones, pens made out of wire-cloth used in oil hoses for racing engines and a 

luggage series, as well as a sport and fashion collection.

“Having grown up in a family of engineers and automotive pioneers, FA 

understood well how to combine product aesthetics with perfect function 

and excellent craftsmanship,” says Heiler, in charge of transferring the brand’s 

design experience to approximately 25 projects at any one time, including the 

first motor catamaran by Porsche Design launching in 2011. “A watch has a 

lot in common with a performance car – both feature a high level of technical 

complexity, both are boy’s toys. We offer engineered luxury.”

FA is quoted as saying: “If you analyse the function of an object, its form often 

becomes obvious.” This expertise has attracted over 130 awards and leads Heiler to 

declare: “The genius of FA Porsche is that the aesthetics always support the purpose of 

an instrument, rather than being a superficial styling statement.”
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Morten Linde
Product designer and founder  
of Linde Werdelin
Copenhagen, Denmark

Inspired by a love of both skiing and watches, designer 

Morten Linde joined forces with former Morgan 

Stanley and Lehman Brothers investment banker 

Jorn Werdelin to form Linde Werdelin in 2002. Before 

designing watches, Linde had owned his own design 

studio for 15 years and honed his skills crafting hi-fi 

equipment for Bang & Olufsen, glasses and sunglasses 

for Georg Jensen and lamps and telephones for other 

international clients. Linde has also designed watches 

for Mexx Time and Mondaine and worked for TAG Heuer. His own watch 

collection includes Patek Philippe Audemars Piguet, Jaeger-LeCoultre, IWC and Rolex.

Specialising in digital ski and diving instruments for serious sportsman that snap 

on to the top of their Swiss-made watches, Linde Werdelin timepieces “combine 

the functionality of a digital sports instrument with the mechanical charm of a high 

grade watch”. According to Linde: “Design is all about starting with a problem and 

engineering a solution. It is very easy to make something look pretty, but to have 

something perform as it should is the goal of a true designer. Linde Werdelin is a good 

example of what comes out of having worked for two decades in different fields of 

design. What we have done is not easy to reproduce – the combination of mechanical, 

analogue and digital is generally perceived as a taboo within the watch industry.” 

As featured in QP42, Linde has just finalised the first complication for Linde Werdelin, 

the Oktopus Moonphase. Powered by a Frédéric Piguet movement and with a 

moonphase complication designed by revered watchmaker and fellow Dane, Svend 

Andersen, the watch depicts the moonphases with photorealistic luminous discs. 

And on his passion for watch design, Linde summarises: “I truly believe watches are 

the only product I can design that give me so much and which I can design in good 

conscience,” says Linde. “I can use the best materials – gold, platinum and titanium 

– with the finest movements to power them. The materials are re-usable and the 

watches will last for generations to come.”
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Philippe Starck
Product and interior designer and designer  
of Fossil watches
Paris, France

Philippe Starck’s iconic product designs range from the Juicy Salif 

orange squeezer for Alessi to the Louis Ghost chair for Italian 

manufacturer Kartell. This prolific product and interior designer and 

long-time designer of Fossil watches, created the interior for the 

private apartments of French President Mitterand in 1982 and is now 

working on the Virgin Galactic spaceport in New Mexico with architects 

Foster and Partners. 

In 1988, Starck was commissioned by nightclub impresario Ian Schrager 

– former co-owner of New York’s Studio 54 – to refit Manhattan’s Royalton Hotel. 

Soon after boutique hotels, where design is central, became the buzzword that 

spread across the industry. And, at a time when a job for life is virtually unheard 

of, Starck is under contract to nightclub mogul Sam Nazarian until 2022, to design 

SLS hotels. Starck also works on projects that are democratic and ecological – from 

invisible windmills, to electric cars, solar panels and wooden prefab eco-houses. 

And what of Starck’s watches? “The world of watches revolves around elegant 

archaism. Designers bring a touch of modernity and new ideas,” says Starck, 

who, as well as his Fossil watches, has also designed two unique pieces 

for Richard Mille, which were auctioned for Only Watch in 2005 and 2007, 

fetching €285,000 and €320,000 respectively. “Designing a watch is about 

the ultimate economy (with a capital ‘E’) in shape and design. It is always very 

difficult to find a new idea with so few cards to play,” adds the man who is 

now working on bionic technology that will take time telling under the skin. 

“The origin of the Starck brand is bionics. Soon everything around us will 

disappear and go into our bodies,” he says, somewhat cryptically. 

As for Starck’s own collection of watches, it’s made up of just one apparently. 

“It’s the one I wear – a Starck watch,” he says. “For me, a hugely important watch is the 

Sinclair watch – it was the first digital watch ever and unfortunately it is completely 

forgotten. I am happy to give it justice.”
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